
Handybar
234761

Provides a sturdy handle 
allowing the user to gain 
extra support when exiting or 
entering most vehicles.
Slides easily into the striker 
plate inside the car door frame.

Economy Rollator 
With Care
321575

Folding lightweight aluminium 
rollator with lockable brakes. 
Other features include a 
padded seat, padded backrest 
and basket.

Walking Canes
Comfort Ergo
Blue 250856       Yellow 250864 
Green 250848    Pink 316059  
Sand 316067

Height adjustable with soft 
ergonomic hand grip and 
triangular tip enabling  
superior grip.

T Handle  
Floral Walking Canes
Red 365203      Black 365181    
Purple 365211

Brightly coloured floral canes 
in a great range of colours: 
Black, Red and Purple
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Aids to 
Daily Living 

Hints for daily living
As you get older why stop doing the things you 
love and enjoy. Find the aids to help you get 
back into life.

• Maintain a healthy well balanced diet

• Regular exercise and relaxation

• Share fun and laughter with family and friends

• Never miss a chance to do the things you enjoy

• Face every health issue as a challenge that can 
   be overcome

To locate your nearest Making Life Easy Stocklist, 
please visit

www.makinglifeeasy.com.au



Neck Support  
Memory Foam Pillow
234559

Made from high grade memory
foam, contours to head and neck
profile. Rippled surface promotes
airflow and temperature regulation.

Over Toilet Aid With Care
323497

Provides assistance in lowering  
onto and raising from the toilet 
with the added benefit of a height 
adjustable frame.

Sponge - Long Handled
247235

Allows those with constricted 
shoulder function or bending
capacity to maintain independence
and dignity in the bathroom

Shower Stool With Care
234311

Height adjustable with rubber tips
cater for users of all heights while
maintaining stability in any wet
environment.

Pill Splitter
811599

Designed to cut pills effortlessly. 
Small size fits conveniently into 
pockets or handbags.

AM/PM Pill Reminder
803405

The AM/PM Pill Reminder helps you 
remember your daily medication 
with ease. Two individual large 
compartments hold all your 
medication or vitamin needs.

7 Day Push Button Pill 
Reminder
803774

A unique one-touch feature lifts the 
lid of the pill reminder with a push 
button for easy access to your daily 
medications. Great for those with 
dexterity or hand sensitive issues.

Sock Aid
234710

Sock aid enables you to put
your socks on with little effort,
while reducing bending and
strain on back, hips and knees.
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What are you going to do today?
Everyday life can be demanding at the best of 
times without injury, incapacity or the effects of 
age to consider.

Many Australians even find that daily tasks and 
hobbies are frustrating or a cause for discomfort, 
for a wide range of reasons.

From amputees to sport stars, pregnant mothers 
to those injured in the work place, at some stage 
nearly everyone could benefit from some basic 
assistance in their day to day activities.

The solutions are at hand
Occupational therapists are health professionals 
who specialise in helping people regain 
independence and cope with the tasks of daily 
living. To find an Occupational Therapist in your 
area check the local phone directory for your 
nearest OT Australia branch or visit their website 
at www.otaus.com.au.

The Making Life EASY range is a collection of 
products with the sole purpose of improving the 
quality of life.

This brochure contains some innovative 
examples of daily living aids.




